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Abstract 
The Mcube network has been proposed in [11] as a highly recursive and symmetrical 

interconnection network based on twisted links [1]. The Mcube topology has been developed and 
defined in terms of the structural conslraints between components to enforce structural symmetry 
instead of specifying edges between node pairs. Mcubes have almost half the diameter of a 
comparable hypercube, alower average internode distance than most other twisted networks and an 
uniform spatial node distribution. Unlike most twisted cube-based networks, randomly destined 
traffic results in uniform traffic flow through every node in the Mcube and links in the Mcube 
saturate more slowly than hypercubes. The Mcube is re.cursively partitionable and allows several 
parallel algorithms to execute as fast as or faster than on a hypercube. We establish the node 
distribution for the Mcubes to be uniform with the intemode distance. Based on the constraints 
imposed by the construction and the routing algorithm, we derive an expression for the average 
intemode distance for Mcubes. We also introduce an efficient broadcasting algorithm for the 
Mcube interconnection and show how Mcubes can be reconfigured into hypercubes. Finally, we 
show how representative parallel algorithms can be directly implemented on the Mcube topology. 

Keywords: interconnection Network, hypercube, massively parallel, twisted cube. 

I Introduction 

Many variations of the popular hypercube interconnection have been explored over the 
recent years [2-9, 12-14]. Among these variations, a large class of networks attempt to 
improve on some of the properties - notably the network diameter and average intemode 
distance - b y  redirecting edge pairs, i.e., by twisting appropriately chosen pair of links. 
These improvements to the hypercube due to twisting are bought about without any 
increase in the number of  links, nodes or node degrees. I f  switches are used to move 
between the normal and twisted configurations, the usual advantages of  hypercube can 
also be retained, in addition to exploiting the advantages of twisting. Examples of  twisted 
cubic networks include the Twisted Cube [6], the Mobius Cubes [3] and the Crossed Cube 
[4]. Unfortunately, as shown in [1], twisted links introduce asymmetry in the network, 
leading to skewed traffic flow and its consequential delays, obscuring the benefits of 
twisting links. The goal of  this paperis to formally study several aspects of anew variation 
of a twisted hypercube based network, introduced by us in [ 11 ], that unlike previous twist 
based networks, is structurally symmetric. 

The Mcube interconnection network proposed in [11], is a new class of hypercube 
based structure using twisted links. The basic properties of the Mcube are as follows: 
1) The Mcube interconnection network is designed as a structure that uses the twisting of 
links to provide the advantages of low diameter like other twist-based structures but 
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unlike these interconnections, it is structurally symmetrical and possesses a lower average 
intemode distance. 
2) The design of the Mcube ensures a uniform distance distribution and under random 
traffic every node in an Mcube experiences the same traffic load. Thus, undesirable 
skewed traffic patterns that plague the performance of other twisted structures such as the 
twisted cube [6] are absent. 
3) An Mcube has the same low diameter as the other twist-based interconnections 
mentioned above. Additionally, it has a lower average internode distance than the other 
twist-based networks. Consequently, message latencies in an Mcube are significantly 
low under heavy message traffic and none of its links saturate faster than hypercube links 
under similar traffic patterns. 
4) Mcubes are highly recursive in nature and can be partitioned easily to allow 
subnetwork allocations in a multiprogrammed system that uses space partitioning. 
5) Fully distributed algorithms for optimal routing and broadcasting are possible for an 
Mcube. 
6) Several classes of parallel algorithms can be mapped onto Mcube based systems in a 
manner that allows them to execute faster than on a comparable hypercube based system. 

The Mcube is defined as a composition of smaller Mcubes by specifying the structural 
constraints that must be satisfied among its component structures. These constraints 
dictate the placement of 'twisted' links in an Mcube. This construction technique departs 
from the more conventional approach of specifying interconnections on the basis of links 
between nodes with specific addresses. The constraints used in the consmaction of the 
Mcube are, however, flexible enough to allow alarge number of variations in the topology 
of the resulting networks. 

This paper extends the basic concepts of Mcubes, as introduced in [ 11 ], by presenting: 
(i) A fully distributed broadcasting algoritlnn and an algorithm for constructing routing 
tables (ii) A formal proof of uniform distance distribution (iii) The computation of the 
average internode distance (iv) Hypercube emulation techniques (v) Reconfiguration of 
Mcubes as hypercubes and the computation of the number of switches required and 
(vi) Mapping of other classes of parallel algorithms. 

1.1 Definitions and Notation 

A static interconnection network G can be modeled by a graph G= (V,E) where V is the 
set of processing nodes and E is the set of links in the network. A subnetwork of a network 
G is a network corresponding to a subgraph of the graph of G. Hereafter, we will use the 
terms network and graph, and subnetwork and subgraph, interchangeably. 
Definition 1: A 1-1 (one-to-one) connection between two disjointnetworks G1 = (V 1,E1 ) 
and G2 = (V2,E2) where IVll = IV21, is a set of edges E = { (v,f(v)) I v �9 V1 and f(v) �9 V2, and 
f :V1 ~ V2 is a bijection}, i.e. each node in G1 is connected to a unique node in G2 and 
vice versa. 
Definition 2 : A static hypercube network of dimension n (also called a binary n-cube) 
contains 2 n nodes which are connected as follows: all nodes are given distinct binary 
addresses using n bits, and two nodes are connected by a link if and only if their binary 
addresses differ in exactly one bit position. The link connecting two nodes is numberedj 
(denoted link#j) if the position of the differing bit in their binary addresses is j. Bit 
positions are numbered 0 to n-1 from the LSB to the MSB. 
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We now describe the notations used henceforth in this paper. 
Let E be a 1-1 connection between two networks (31 = (VbE1) and G2 = (V2,E2). 
Let G = (V1 I V2, E1 I E21E). Then 
(1) "G1 c~ G2" denotes the assertion that G1 is 1-1 connected to G2. 
(2) The network G is denoted by {G1 :: (32}. 
(3) For a node sl in G1, "sl ~ VI" is also written as "sl  ~ GI". 
(4) For an edge (x,y) in (31, "(x,y) e E l "  is also written as "(x,y) ~ GI". 
(5) If node pl  ~ G1 is connected to node p2 ~ G2, we denote this as c-(pl ,G2) = p2. 
(6) We denote the set of edges E, by {(G1,(32)}. 
(7) A path between two nodes pl  and p2 traversing n links is denoted as pl  -% p2. 
(8) o~(x,G) denotes the binary address of a node x in G ff G is an Mcube. 
Definition 3: A network (3 is 1-1 partitionable if G = { (31 :: G2 } for some networks G1 and 
G2. 
Definition 4: Ifpl andp2 are tWO nodes in a network (3, then the distance d(pl,P2), between 
nodes Pl and P2 is the length of the shortest path from Pl to P2 under a given routing 
algorithm R. 
Definition 5: For any network G, the diameter of G under a routing algorithm R, is given 
by diameter(G) = max{d(pl,P2)} for all Pl,P2 ~ G, under R. 
Definition6: In anetwork G, the distance distribution function for a node j, with respect to 
the nodes in a subnetwork K of G and some routing algorithm R, is denoted as Dj(i,K), 
whose value is given by Dj(i,K) = IAI, where A = {x I x is a node in K and d0,x) = i}. We 
call the distance distribution in G uniform iffDj(i,G) (also written as Dj(i) ), is the same for 
allj in G, for each possible given value of i. The Average Path Delay (APD(j)) from a node 

j in a network (3 to all other nodes in (3 is (1/N)~a.l (i * Dj(i)) where N is the number of 
nodes in G, and d is the diameter of G. The average intemode distance in G is 

(1/N)~APD(j), summing over all nodes j in (3. 

2 Mcube Construction 

The construction of an Mcube commences with a pair of 2-dimensional hypercubes. 
Each hypercube is called a 2--dimensional Mcube (referred to as a 2-Mcube). The two 
hypercubes are 1-1 connected using the Mcube construction method defined below, to 
form a 3-Mcube. In general two k-Mcubes are 1-1 connected to construct a 
(k+l)-Mcube. Therefore a k-Mcube has the same size (number of nodes) and the same 
number of links as a k-dimensional hypercube. 

2.1 Construction Constraints 

Before defining the construction of an Mcube we need to provide terms for certain 
components of Mcubes for simplifying the construction constraints. 
Definition 7: If A is an Mcube of 2 r nodes and A is 1-1 partitionable as follows: A = { Apo 
:: Ap1} andA= {ALO :: ALl} such that Apo = {Aoo :: AOl },Ap1 = {Alo :: All },AL0= {Aoo 
:: AlO}, and ALl = {Aol :: All}, where 
Apo, Ap1, ALO, ALl are Mcubes of 2 r-1 nodes and Aoo, AOl, AlO, All are Mcubes of 2 r-2 
nodes 
then Apo and Ap1 are calledprinci_oal components of A, or principals, for short, 
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AL0 and ALl are called lateral comoonents of A, or laterals, for short and 
A0o, A01, A10, All are called corner comoonents of A, or comers, for short. 
CS(A) is the set of four comers of A. 
Definition 8: An Mcube of dimension k (k-Mcube) is defined for k > 0, as follows: 
(I) For k _< 2, a k-Mcube is a hypercube of dimension k i.e. k-cube. 
(II) For k > 2, given (k-1)-Mcubes A and B, M = { A :: B } is a k-Mcube if the following 
construction requirements are met: 
(R1): for each X e CS(A): X c~ Y where Y e CS(B) 

such that {X :: Y} is a (k-2)-Mcube, 
(R2): for X1, X2 e CS(A) and Y1, Y2 e CS(B) 

[ (X1 c~ Y1) and (X2 c~ Y2) and ~(X1 c~ X2) ] =~ (Y1 c~ Y2). 
(R3): {ALo :: BLO} and {ALl :: BL1} are (k-1)-Mcubes (end of construction). 

Note that the only two possibilities that satisfy construction requirement (R2) are (a) 
AOO c-  Boo, Alo c~ Blo, Aol c~ Bll, All  c~ BOl and (b) Aoo c~ BlO, AlO c~ BOO, AOl c~ 
BOl, All c~ Bll. Figure 1 shows principals, laterals and comers of a 2--cube (2-Mcube). 
Figure 2 shows a 3-Mcube and its components. 

Aol Aoo Aol Aoo 

Principals Laterals 

A~ r ~  % Corners 

An6""4Al~ Bll Blo BIt Blo 
Principals Laterals 

Figure 1. Components 
of a 2-cube (2-Mcube) 

Bll BIO 
Corners 

Figure 2. Components of a 3--Mcube 

A01 

i 
B1 Bto 

Aoo~, corner of A. 
((k-3)-Mcube) 

1-1 
connec-  
t ions 

Figure 3. k-Mcube from (k-1)-Mcubes 

2.2 Algorithmic construction of an Mcube 
Definition 9: In an Mcube M alink l is called aprincipal connection link or a PCL of M if 1 

{ (Mpo, MpI) } and a lateral connection link or an LCL of M if I E { (ML0, ME1) }. 
Definition I 0: In an Mcube M, a path traversing three links, an LCL, a PCL and an LCL, in 
that order, is called a principal semi-loop in M. 
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InFigure3,apathpl 2_> P2 2_> P3 2_> p4wherepl e A01,P2E Aoo, P3 E Booandp4~ B01 
is a principal semi-loop. 
Construction a lgor i thm:  A (k+l)-Mcube M, k > 2, is constructed from two 
k-Mcubes AB and CD where AB = {A :: B}, CD = {C :: D} and A, B, C, D are 
(k-1)-Mcubes (Figure 4) : 
Let (AB)Lo = {ALo :: BLO}, (AB)L1 = {ALl :: BE1 }, (CD)L0 = {CL0 :: DL0} and (CD)L1 = 
{CL1 :: DL1}. 
(a) Add a link (Pl, P2) where P l e  ALl and P2 e DL1. 
(b) Add a link (ql, q2) where ql ~ BLO and q2 E DLO. 
Makea"Dual connection" (defined below) between (AB)L1 and (CD)L1 with reference to 
(Pl,P2) and between (AB)LO and (CD)L0 with reference to (ql,q2). The Dual connection 
copies the structure of AB into {(AB)Li :: (CD)Li}, i = 0,1. 
Dual connection (Figure 4): Let AB and CD be k-Mcubes as explained above. Let 

(Pl,P2) be such that Pl ~ ALl and P2 e DL1, where (AB)L1 = { ALl :: BL1 } and (CD)L1 = 
{ CL1 :: DL1 }. A Dual connection between (AB)L1 and (CD)L1 with reference to (Pl,P2), is 
made as follows: 
(I) If  k=2 then add link (P3,P4) where BL1 = {P3} and CL1 = {P4}, 
(1I) else 
(a) Make a Dual connection between ALl and DL1 with reference to (Pl,P2), 
(b) Add a link (y,z) where y e BE1 and z e CL1, and y is the node reached by a principal 
semi-loop in AB, from Pl, and z = c~(p2,C), 
(c) Make a Dual connection between BL1 and CL1 with reference to (y,z). 
A Dual connection between (AB)L0 and (CD)Lo is similar. 
This construction can be proved to conform to the Mcube definition [ 10]. 

A0 pl A0o principal semi-loop in 

Alo 

[ Bll 131o n.cip~/ 

Coo D 

Step (ll)(a) Dual connec- (I)(a). ALl e~ DL t PCL in CD with refer- 
tion to be made between with reference to Step (ll)(b) ence to (y,z) 
ALl and DL1 (PI,P2) 

Figure 4. Algorithmic Construction of an Mcube 

3 Routing and Diameter in an Mcube 

Mroute-k is a distributed routing algorithm for the Mcube that exploits the recursive 
structure of ak-Mcube. Le tM be ak-Mcube (k > 2) whereM = {A :: B }, andA andB are 
(k-1)-Mcubes. Message routing in M, from a source 'S '  to a destination 'D', under 
Mroute-k, falls into three cases: (Figure 5.) 
Case(i) S and D are both within the same principal of M (A or B.) 
Case(ii) S and D are both within the same lateral o fM ({AL0 :: BL0} or {ALl :: BE1}.) 
Case(iii) Neither Case(i) nor Case(ii) applies. Without loss of generality let us assume 
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that S ~ Aoo, D ~ BL1 and AOO c~ Boo. Therefore AOl c~ Bll (seeMcube construction). 
SinceBL1 = {Bol :: Bll} it follows thatD e Bol o rD  e Bll. 
subcase(a) If D ~ Boi we use S _k~ c~(S,Boo) -% D where x steps are taken using 
Mroute-(k-2) recursively in (k-2)-Mcube Bpo. 
subcase(b) If D ~ Bli we use S .L~ c_(S,Aol ) -% D where x steps are taken using 
Mroute-(k-2) recursively in (k-2)-Mcube {Aol :: Bll}. 
On the basis of these cases, Mroute--k can be recursively defined as follows: 
If k < 2 use hypercube e-cube routing. 
If k > 2 then follow the above three cases: 
Case(i): Use Mroute--(k-1) within principal. 
Case(ii): Use Mroute-(k-1) within lateral. 
Case(iii)(a): Use S 2-> c~(S,BL0), then use Mroute-(k-2) within (k-2)-Mcube Bpo. 
Case(iii)(b): Use S -~ c~(S,Aol), then Mroute--(k-2) within (k-2)-Mcube {Aol :: Bll  }. 
Using the fact that Mroute-k can be expressed in terms of Mroute(k-2) with one 
additional routing step and Mroute-(k-1), the diameter of  a k-Mcube (of 2 k nodes) is 
shown in [ 11 ] to be r (k + l )/27 under Mroute-k, about half that of a comparable hypercube. 
Node Numbering: The nodes and links in a k-Mcube, for k < 3, are numbered as in a 
hypercube. Let M = { A :: B } be a k-Mcube, k > 2, where A and B are (k-1)-Mcubes. We 
assign a new address to a node x in M as 0~(x,M) = 0.~(x,A) for x ~ A and o)(x,M) = 
1.o)(x,B) for x ~ B. Once all nodes in an Mcube are numbered, links are numbered as 
follows (link#(L) denotes the number of a link L): If L = (vi,v2), then link#(L) = the 
position of the most significant differing bit in the binary addresses of Vl and v2. 
Therefore, in a k-Mcube M, with k > 0, i fL ~ { (ML0,ML1) } then link#(L) = 0. Similarly, 
if L ~ {(Mpo,Mp1)} then link#(L) = k-1. Note that conventional hypercube e-cube 
routing can now be used to provide a diameter of k for a k-Mcube. 

! 
~ s  ~ s  ~ ~ . - s  .%0 ~ _ A ~  s 

Case(i) Case(a) Case(iii)(a) Case(iii)(b) 

Figure 5. The Mroute-k Algorithm for Routing in a k-Mcube 

Routing Tables: The implementation of the Mroute algorithm requires two tables at each 
node for completely distributed routing [11]. Mroute uses hypercube e-cube routing as 
the default routing. The tables contain entries for those message destinations that require 
non--default routing from the source or relaying node. Table RT2 is used if the source and 
destination are in different laterals of M and Table RT1 is used if they are in the same 
lateral of M. The tables provide the link number along which the message is to be sent. 
The table--based routing algorithm is: 
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if 0 th bit in source and destination address differ then 
(* source and destination are in different laterals *) 
if destination address is found in RT2 then route message along link#0; 
else use default routing; 

else (* source and destination are in the same lateral *) 
if dest address is found in RT1 then route message along link number listed in table 
entry; 
else use default routing; 

Figure 6 shows the algorithm for determining table entries for both tables. In [11] where 
the routing table sizes are are shown to be O(k) for RT2 and O(k 2) for RT1 in a k-Mcube 
and the routing algorithm is shown to be O(k). 

Calculate_Table(k) {/*for k-Mcube*/ 

for each node 'p' in an Mcube 
{ count := 0; 

for t := 2 to k-I 
/* for table_l */ 

{ s := peer of 'p' in dim 't'; 
for i := t§ to k-i 
( sl := peer of node 's' 

in dimension 'i' ; 
tablel (p) (cou/%t) .node := sl; 
tablel(p) (count) .linkno := t; 
count := Add_Table(p,t,t,sl, 

count+l, i) ; 
} 

} 
tablel (p) (count) .node := -i; 
/* table_2 */ 
s := peer of node 'p' 

in dimension 0; 
count : =0 ; 
for t := 2 to k 
{ s I := peer of node's' 

in dimension 't' ; 
table2 (p) (count) : =Sl; 
count := count + i; 
count := Add_Table (p, t, t, 

sl, count, 2) ; 
} 

)) 

Add_Table(p, t, tl, s, count, 
tableno) { 

for i : =  tl-n downto 1 
{ x := peer of node's' 

in dimension 'i' ; 
if(tableno = i){ 
tablel (p) (count) .node := x; 
tablel (p) (count) . linkno : = t ; 
) 
else 
table2 (p) (count) := x; 
count : = count + 1 ; 
count : = Add_Table (p, t, tl-l, 

x, count, tableno) ; 
) 

return (count) ; 
) 

,.Figure 6. Algorithm for Determining Routing Table Entries 

4 B r o a d c a s t i n g  i n  a n  M c u b e  

This section presents a broadcasting algorithm for a k-Mcube M = {A :: B } where A 
and B are (k-1)-Mcubes. Assume, without loss of generality, that p is the source node of 
thebroadcast wherep ~ AOl andAoo c~ Boo, AlO c~ BlO, AOl c -  B n  andAn c~ BOl. Let 
r = c~(p,Boo) and s = c~(p,Aol) (See Figure 7). 
If k _< 0 then use conventional hypercube broadcasting. 
Ifk > 0, the broadcast can be handled by sending the message as follows: 
(i) to Pl over LCL, where Pl = c~(p,Aoo). 

Then Pl relays the broadcast to nodes in the (k-2)-Mcube {Aoo :: Boo}. 
(ii) to P3 over PCL, where P3 = c~(p,Bn). 

Then P3 has the responsibility of covering the two, intersecting (k-2)-Mcubes Bp1 = 
{Bol :: B n  } and BL1 = {Bn :: Bol} avoiding multiple relays to common points. 
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(iii) to P2, where P2 = c~(p,An), over link#x where x = link#(PCL)-l. 
then has the responsibility of covering the (k-2)-Mcube Ap1. 

The source node p itself assumes the responsibility of covering Aol. 

The node Pz 

The partitioning of the Mcube into smaller Mcubes here is very similar to that done by 
Mroute. The algorithm targets four sub-Mcubes of dimension k-2 of the k-Mcube M,  
viz. Ap1, Bp1, {Ao0 :: Boo} and BL1, and one sub-Mcube of dimension k-3, viz. A01. 
Since the largest sub-Mcube to which the algorithm is now recursively applied is a 
(k-2)--Mcube it is easy to see that the number of communication steps required for the 
algorithm to complete a broadcast in a k-Mcube is [(k+1)/2]. When node Pz receives the 
broadcast with a header indicating that it has to relay the broadcast in a sub--Mcube of 
dimension k-2 whose LCL's are #0 links then it is easy for Irz to identify the required 
sub--Mcube as ApI and to implement the broadcast in it. P3 can do the same for Bp1. The 
structure of {AOO :: Boo}, when we view Aoo and Boo as its laterals, is the same as that of 
{ AOO :: A01 } i.e. AN. The only difference is that the LCL's of Al, o are the #0 links in M 
whereas the LCL's in {Ao0 :: Boo} are the links that 1-1 connect AOO to BOO, i.e. links 
numbered k-1 in M. All the other links of {A0o :: BOO} including its PCL's have the same 
numbering as in AN. Hence Pl can recursively implement the broadcast in {Aoo :: Boo} 
by using the link numbered k-1 as the LCL. The case with BL1 is similar. In the case of 
(k-3)-Mcube A01 which has links numbered 1 to k-3, the LCL's are the links numbered 
k-3. Hence, in general thebroadcast can be recursively executed within any sub-Mcube if 
the relaying node knows the dimension of the sub-Mcube and the link number of the LCL 
link. The link number of the PCL's is always identified as r-1 for a sub-Mcube of 
dimension r. Note that I>3 must cover two intersecting (r-2)-Mcubes Bp1 and BL0. 
However the intersecting portion, B01, is a lateral of each of these Mcubes. Henceit isnot 
too complex a task to avoid sending duplicate messages in these two intersecting 
broadcasts. The broadcasting algorithm is similar, in the case ofp being in any of the other 
comers of A or B. A broadcast can easily be implemented in a subnetwork by the use of 
proper parameters in the algorithm. Note that a conventional hypercube broadcasting 
algorithm can also be used but would require k steps to complete. 
The following algorithm is fast invoked by the broadcast source with my_dim = k, 
my_LCL = 0: 
Procedure Broadcast(message, my_dim, my_LCL) 
if mydim < n then use standard broadcast method for a (my_dim)--dimensional hypercube; 
else begin 

if my_LCL = 0 then Lateral_recipient_LCL = my_dim - 1; 
else Lateral_recipient__LCL = MY_LCL- 2; 
(i) Send(message, my_LCL, my_dim - 2, Lateral_recipient__LCL); 
(ii) Send(message, link#(my_dim - 1), my_dim - 2, my_LCL); 
(iii)DSend(message, link#(my_dim - 1), my_dim - 2, my_LCL 

Lateral_recipient_LCL);(recipient corresponds to c~(p, BH) for source p in A01); 
(iv)Broadcast(message, my_dim - 3, Lateral_recipient_LCL - 2); 

end; 
The call Send(message, outlink, dim, LCL) inside the Broadcast procedure by source and 
intermediate sending nodes results in the broadcast message along with the values of the 
two parameters dim and LCL on the specified output link, outlink. Therecipientnode of 
Send message invokes the procedure Broadcast(message, my_dim, my_LCL) with 
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my_dim = dim and my_LCL = LCL. Procedure DSend(message, outlink, diml, LCL1, 
LCL2) is a modified version of Send. Dsend requires the recipient node to be responsible 
for relaying the broadcast within two intersecting sub-Mcubes SM1 and SM2, that it is 
part of. Both SM1 and SM2 are of dimension d and has links numbered LCL 1 and LCL2, 
respectively, as their LCLs. The intersecting portion of S M1 and SM2 is a lateral of each. 
Procedure Broadcast can be implemented to avoid duplicate messages in the intersecting 
broadcasts. A broadcast can easily be implemented in a subnetwork by the use of proper 
)arameters in the broadcast procedure by the source. The broadcast takes [(k+ 1)/27 steps. 

broadcast 
message 
sent  from 
source p to 
Pl, P2, P3 

P2 P a A ~ , . ~ . ~  Pl p AO! AO0 Pl 

P3 B11 Blo p3~BH Bl0 

Figure  7. B r o a d c a s t i n g  in an  M c u b e  

sub-Mcubes 
covered 
by Pl, P2, P3 

5 D i s t a n c e  D i s t r i b u t i o n  

We now show that an Mcube has a uniform distance distribution, i.e. the distance 
distribution function is the same for every node in an Mcube, under Mroute. 

5.1 Uniform Distance Dis tr ibut ion  

Theorem1:3 a function Fk: Z --> Z ~ for any node p in any k-Mcube M, Dp(i,M) = Fk(i) 
under Mroute(k) (identical distance distribution function for any node in any k-Mcube 
under Mroute(k)). 
Proof. We prove the theorem using induction on k. 
Basis: k < 2. Trivially true since the distance distribution is uniform in a hypercube under 
the e--cube routing used by Mroute. In this case Fk(i) = kci. 
Induction Step: Let the claim be true for all k-Mcubes for k < t. 
Consider a t-Mcube M = { A :: B }, constructed from (t-1)-Mcubes A, B. 
Consider any node p ~ M. Assume, without loss of generality, that p e A00 and 
Ao0 c~ Boo, A10 c~ BI~ A01 c~ Bll and All c~ B01. 
Case(i) Distance from p to nodes in A: 
By the induction hypothesis Dp(i,A) = Ft_i(i) under Mroute(t-1) on A. 
Case(ii) Distance from p to nodes in BL0: 

Dp(i,BL0) = Dp(i,MLO) - Dp(i,  AL0) .'. Dp(i,BL0) = Ft_l(i)  - Ft-2(i) 
by the induction hypothesis, using Mroute(t-l) on MLO and Mroute(t-2) on ALO. 

Case(iii)(a) Distance from p to nodes in BoI: 
Let r = c~(p,Boo). Then Dp(i, B01) = Dr(i-l,B01) for i>l and Dp(I,Bol) = 0. 
Dr(i-l,B01) = Dr(i-l,Bp0) - Dr(i-l,B00) (Recall BPO = {Boo :: B01}.) 
�9 ". Dp(I ,Bo l )  ffi 0 and  Dp(i,B01) = Ft_2(i--l) - Ft. .3(i-1) for i > I. 
Case(iii)(b) Distance from p to nodes in B 11: 
Assuming s = c~(p,Ao]), using similar reasoning as in Case(iii)(a) we have 
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Ds(i-l ,Ao0 = Ds(i-1, { AOl :: B 11 } ) - Ds(i-1, Aol ). 
�9 ". Dp(1,Bll)  = 0 and Dp( i ,Bu)  = Ft_2(i-1) - Ft..3(i-1) for i > 1. 
The same reasoning (Cases (i), (ii) and (iii)) applies for p being in any part of M. 
.'. Dp(i,M) = Ft(i) for any node p in any Mcube M where 
Ft(1) = Ft-l(1) + 1, Ft(i) = 2Ft-l(i) + 2Ft_2(i-1) - Ft-2(i) - 2Ft_3(i-1) for i > 1 andFs = sCi 
for s<  3. 

5.2 Average Internode  Distance 

Since an Mcube has a uniform distance distribution under Mroute, the average 
internode distance is the same as the average distance distribution for any node in the 
network. We can, therefore, calculate the average intemode distance in a k-Mcube M = 
{ A:: B } as follows: Consider any node p e M. Assume, withoutloss of generality, that p 
Aoo and AOO c~ Boo, AlO c-  BlO, AOl c~ Bll and All c~ BOl. Let r = c~(p,Boo) and 
s = c~(p, Aol). Let us denote the average distance distribution from p to nodes in a 
sub-Mcube G of M, under Mroute, as ADp(G). LetN be the number of nodes in M. IfM is 
a hypercube ADp(M) = N/2. Otherwise 
ADp(BLo) = 2(ADp({ALo :: BLO})) - ADp(ALo). 
ADp(Bol) = 1 + 2(ADr(Bp0)) - ADr(B01 ) and ADp(Bll) = 1 + 2(ADs({A01 :: Bll})) - 
ADs(Bll). 
Then ADp(M) = l/N(N/2(ADp(A)) + N/4(ADp(BL0)) + N/8(ADp(Bol)) + N/8(ADp(Bll)) 
-- 1/2(ADp(A)) + 1/4( 2ADp(ALo :: BL0}) - ADp(ALo) ) 

+ 1/8( 1 + 2ADr(Bp0) - ADr(B01) ) + 1/8( 1 + 2ADs( {A01 :: B 11 }) - ADs(B 11) ) 
Uniform distance distribution =~ ADx(W) = AD(k) for any k-Mcube W and any node x in 
W. 
.-. AD(k) = 1/2AD(k-1 ) + 1/4(2AD(k-1) - AD(k-2)) + 1/8( 1 + 2AD(k-2) - AD(k-3) ) 

+ 1/8( 1 + 2AD(k-2) - AD(k-3) ) 
.'. AD(k)  = A D ( k - 1 )  + I /4 (AD(k-2  ) - A D ( k - 3 )  + 1) 
This reduces to AD(k) = k/3 + 4/9 + (1/18)(-1/2)k - (1/2)k+1 ~- k/3 + 1/2 . 
Figure 8 presents a graph comparing average intemode distances of Mcubes, Twisted 
Cubes [6], Crossed Cubes [4] and hypercubes. (Mobius Cubes are excluded from this 
comparison because their average distances are difficult to calculate exactly [3].) 

6 H y p e r c u b e  E m u l a t i o n  

A special class of Mcubes called Hypercube Emulator Mcubes (or HEM's) canbe used 
to emulate hypercubes of the same size. In an HEM only one extrarouting step is required 
for emulating a hypercube connection over any dimension. HEM's are conslructed as 
follows: 
i) A k-HEM is a k-Mcube for k <_ 2. 
ii) A k-HEM (k > 2), is constructed from two identical (k-D-HEM's  as follows: 
Let A be an (k-1)-HEM. Let B be identical to A. 
(a) Interchange B Lo and BL1 in B, by complementing the 0 th bit in the address of each node 
inB. 

Co) For every node Pl r ALO, add a link (Pl,P2) where P2 ~ BL0 and o)(pl,A) = o)(P2,B). 
(hypercube connection.). This gives Aoo c~ Boo and AlO c-  BlO. 
(c) Add a single link (ql, q2) where ql e AOl and q2 e Bll. Make a dual connection 
between ALl and Bin, with reference to (ql,q2). (as explained in Section 2.2). 
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Figure 9 shows an HEM. Note that after interchanging BLO and BL1, BL0 is identical to 
ALl. Therefore {AL0 :: BL0} is identical to {AL0 :: ALl}. That an HEM conforms to 
Mcube construction requirements, follows from this and the fact that {ALl :: BL1 } is 
formed using the algorithmic construction method. At each step of the construction of an 
HEM one of the two laterals connects pairs of nodes from the 2 principals, that have the 
same address within the principals. Therefore the HEM construction ensures that each 
node has access to a hypercube connection for all levels, either directly, or by using the 
link#0 as an extra step, i.e, for any pair of nodes p and q in a k-Mcube M such that 
Io)(p,M) ~ o)(q,M)l -- 1, the following is true: either (p,q) is a link in M or (Pl,ql) is a link in 
M where (P,Pl) and (q,ql) are LCL's in M. This allows for hypercube emulation in 
constant time. 

Crossed Cube -~- Twis~d cube 

. /  ~ ..41[...- ~ 

32 128 512 2048 
Network size (# of nodes) 

Figure 8. Averat~e Distance vs. Network Size 

an d2 

Initial Positions of data 

dl ~d2 ~ ~  

d2d4 
Routing step 1 Routing step 2 

Figure 9. Data Communication over 4 th Dimension in a 4--dim HEM 

7 R e c o n f i g u r a t i o n  as  a H y p e r c u b e  

Since an Mcube can be viewed as a hypercube with some crossed links we can 
introduce simple 2x2 switches between those links to statically reconfigure a k-Mcube 
into a k-dimensional hypercube and vice versa. In this section we calculate thenumber of 
such switches required. 
Theorem 2: The number of 2x2 switches required to allow the reconfiguration of a 
k-Mcube (HEM) into a k--dimensional hypercube and vice versa, is at most (k-2).2 k-2. 
Proof. (Induction onk.) Le tM= {A:: B} beak-Mcube. Assume A0o c~ B0o, A10c~ B10, 
A01 C~Bll and All c~ B01. 
Basis: k = 3. In this case we require 1 switch and 1 < (3-2)23-2. 
Induction Step: k > 3. Let A and B be (k-1)-Mcubes. Assume A and B require at most 
(k-3)2 k-3 2x2 switches each, to switch back and forth between (k-1)-Mcubes and 
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(k-l)--dimensional hypercubes. The connection ALl c~ BL1 is a permutation of 2 k-2 
points. Since a permutation on 'n '  numbers can be obtained by at most (n- l )  exchanges, 
we need at most 2k-2-1 switches to reconfigure ML1 = { ALl :: BL1 }. Since M is an HEM, 
"AL0 c~ BE0" satisfies hypercuberequirements, requiring no additional switches forMLo. 
The number of switches required is thus at most 2(k-3)2 k-3 + 2 k-2 - 1 < (k-2)2 k-2. 

8 Algorithm Mapping 

In [11] is was shown how the recursive doubling class of parallel algorithms can be 
implemented to execute faster on an Mcube than on a hypercube. In this section we 
demonstrate the efficient mapping of some other types of algorithms on Mcubes. 

8.1 Algorithms Using Broadcasts 

One of the virtues of the Mcube interconnection is its ability to implement broadcasts 
in about half the steps required by a comparable hypercube. Many broadcast intensive 
algorithms can potentially benefit from this feature. The execution of the rank sorting 
algorithm on a Crossed Cube is given as an example in [41. We show here, its efficient 
execution on an Mcube. 
Rank  Sort: In this algorithm n elements are sorted using n 2 processors. The algorithm 
works by placing the n elements along a row and copying the row n times creating an n x n 
matrix of elements aij where arj = asj for any r and s. The value of aii is compared to all 
elements in row i. A value of '1 '  is produced in row i column j ifaii > aij and a '0 '  is 
producedif aii < aij. If  aii = aij theni<j  gives a '0 '  and i> j  gives a '1 ' .  The total number of 
l ' s  produced in columnj is the rank of aj, denoting the number of elements larger than aj. 
This algorithm can be implemented in a hypercube of dimension 2m to sort 2 m elements. 
m communication steps are required to make 2 m copies of the row. The broadcasting of ai 
in row i takes m communication steps. Lastly the totalling of the l ' s  in column j takes m 
communication steps and m addition steps. This gives a total execution time of 3mTcomm 
+ mTAdd. In a 2m-Mcube the same algorithm can be implemented starting with the 2 m 
elements in any sub-Mcube which is an m-Mcube. It takes m steps to make m copies of 
the sub-Mcube, in Stage 1 of  the algorithm, just as it does in a hypercube. For example we 
can start with the elements in nodes numbered 0 to 2m-1. Each node then sends its value 
along all links numbered higher than m -  1 and each node that receives a value along a link 
with number r sends that value along alllinks with number x such that m-1 < x < r. In Stage 
2, aii is broadcasted in each m-dimensional sub--Mcube containing the 2 m elements and a 
0 or 1 is computed at each node. Finally, the ranks are calculated by each node returning its 
calculated value along the link from which it received a value in Stage 1. A value is 
returned along a link numbered m - l + i  only in the i th addition step. Stage 2 takes (m+ 1 )/2 
communication steps. The other steps have the same complexity as in the hypercube. The 
total execution time on the Mcube is therefore 5m/Z(TComm) + mTAdd. 

8.2 Hypercube--Based Algorithms and Irregular Algorithms 

As shown in Section 7 it is possible to use switches to reconfigure a k-Mcube into a 
k-dimensional hypercube. The hypercube configuration can be used to execute the large 
variety of algorithms that map well onto a hypercube. In the alternative HEM's  can be 
used to execute such algorithm with the use of  at most one extra routing step per dimension 
with no change in the complexity of the algori thm- at most the routing steps are doubled. 
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In general the lower average internode distance, low diameter and low communication 
delay in Mcubes can benefit applications where the communication pattern is either 
unpredictable and/or lacks regularity. Many AI applications based on the connectionist 
model fall into this category as do general classes of  branch and bound algorithms. Branch 
and bound algorithms can usefully take advantage of the lower broadcasting delay for 
quick broadcasts of current bounds. 

9 Conclusions 

We presented the k-Mcube, a static interconnection network that connects 2 k nodes for 
any given k > 0, with the use of  k2 k-1 links. Any set of 2 k nodes, k > 2, can be connected to 
form a k-Mcube which has a diameter of [(k+l)/2]. This is about half the diameter of a 
hypercube. In this paper we have formally validated some of the results and techniques 
presented in [11]. We have also described techniques for fast broadcasting, hypercube 
emulation, algorithm implementation and reconfiguration between Mcubes and 
hypercubes. Advantages of  Mcubes, as shown in this paper and [11], include a low 
network diameter, low intemode distance, uniform distance distribution, partitionability, 
low communication delay and efficient execution of parallel algorithms. 
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